FLYING GEESE QUILT

ALEXIA MARCELLE ABEGG

PLACE OF ORIGIN:
Division of RJR Fabrics

DESIGNER:
Kimberly Kight

COLLECTION NAME:
HOMEBOY

64” x 64”
SUPPLY LIST:
- Batting 72" x 72"
- All Purpose Thread
- Wash Away Fabric Marker
- Optional Backing 4 yds 3003-2
- Optional Binding 1/2yd 3002-1

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

- Style No. 3004-2 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 3004-1 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 3003-1 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 3003-2 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 3002-2 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 3001-2 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 3005-2 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 3006-2 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 5001-2 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 5002-14 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 5000-1 5/8 Yard
- Style No. 5002-2 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 9617-365 7/8 Yard
- Style No. 5002-2 1/3 Yard
- Style No. 5001-1 1/3 Yard
HOT TO

Cut
Geese Centers

SKU- 3006-2
SKU- 3005-1
cut two 9 1/4” squares each and cut twice diagonally

SKU- 3004-2
SKU- 3004-1
SKU- 3003-1
SKU- 3003-2
SKU- 3002-2
SKU- 3001-2
SKU- 3005-2
cut four 9 1/4” squares each and cut twice diagonally

Geese Backgrounds

SKU- 5001-1
SKU- 5002-2
SKU- 5002-14
cut sixteen 4 7/8” squares each and cut once diagonally

SKU- 5000-1
cut thirty two 4 7/8” squares each and cut once diagonally

SKU- 9617-365
cut forty eight 4 7/8” squares each and cut once diagonally
SEW

1/4” seam allowance used throughout.

This quilt is comprised of flying geese made in the following method. Follow these steps and use the quilt diagram to complete the individual flying geese units required for the quilt.

1. For each flying geese unit you will need one geese center triangle and two geese background triangles. Sew one geese background to one geese center with the lower corner aligned and a small triangle of the background sticking up above the geese center. Press seam open. Sew the remaining geese background to the opposite side of the geese center with the same method. Press seam open. Repeat to complete the required geese, use the quilt diagram as a reference.
Assemble quilt top following the top assembly diagram.

3. Layer quilt top, batting, and backing, quilt and bind as desired.